Doing Business in the Sustainable Built Environment
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Innovate

Thermal Image

We are always innovating
whether that’s new products
or challenging current
industry processes

We use the latest thermal
imaging software to identify
effective and defective
insulation
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Manufacture

Install

Funding

We are the largest EPS
bead manufacturer in the
UK with 5 factories located
in the UK and Ireland

We are Northern Irelands
largest cavity wall installer
in both the retro and new
build market

We distribute government
funding in Northern Ireland
for insulation measures

Who are energystore?
energystore are more than just a manufacturer
energystore has been insulating homes for over 40 years, using the highest quality insulation materials throughout that time. In recent years, we have
grown considerably, expanding from two manufacturing facilities to five in only a couple of years, enabling us to provide industry leading support to the
insulation industry nationwide. Our focus on quality, and real life performance, has helped us to become the largest EPS bead manufacturer in the UK
and our pace of innovation makes us believe we are only at the start of the journey.

Who are energystore?
Our factory set-up offers enhanced environmental benefits over other insulation products
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Manufacturing Facilities
We are the only insulation manufacturer with 5
facilities throughout the UK and Ireland

Registered and Approved Installers
Installing energystore superbead cavity and
party wall insulation across the UK and Ireland

Approved Quarry Partners
Installing energystore TLA across the UK and
Ireland
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Why is insulation important?
Insulating your home reduces the energy required to heat your home
There is a large number of the UK population living in fuel poverty
and this inability to afford to heat your home should not be
acceptable in this day and age.
Effective insulation has a number of postive effects including:

Reducing energy bills
If your home is insulated your heating needs to be on
for a shorter amount of time recusing costs

Improving quality of living
A properly insulated has been proven to alleviate the
symptoms of many respiratory conditions

Reducing carbon footprint
On average every sq m of CWI will save more than a
tonne of CO2 over the average life of a building

Increase the energy efficiency rating
Increasing the energy efficiency rating of your home
can increase the value of your home
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Up to 35% heat loss occurs through
uninsulated walls

energystore superbead
A bonded EPS system for injecting cavity wall insulation
THE UNIQUE FLOW OF EPS BEAD INSULATION

The flow of the bonded bead in the cavity assures that
every gap is filled giving full fill certainty
INSTALLERS TRAINED AND CARDED

Only trained, approved and regularly inspected
installers can buy and install energystore superbead
SUITABLE FOR BOTH MASONRY AND TIMBER FRAME

Superbead is the only EPS bead with KIWA timber
frame accreditation and NHBC approval
ROBUST DETAIL ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

The same bead is able to be used in both the cavity
and party walls in masonry buildings

House with PIR
board before &
after superbead
install
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energystore superbead LCA
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Independent Life Cycle Assessment

energystore superbead is an expanded polystyrene based insulation product, primarily
used in cavity walls. It has a very low density, excellent thermal conductivity and
longevity of performance.

LCA – raw material
Our new installation technique enables previously missed properties to be installed

 Raw materials manufactured by
suppliers based in France &
Germany
 Shipped in a dense, compressed
state to our production facilities
minimising environmental
inefficiencies in the logistics of
raw material.
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LCA: distribution of superbead
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Emissions linked to shipment of our finished product to installation customers is kept low

 Expanded polystyrene bead is
80x larger than the raw form we
receive from our suppliers
 By having multiple manufacturing
facilities we reduce the
environmental impact of Logistics,
keeping emissions low
 Our finished product travels
shorter distances than
competitors

LCA Summary
energystore superbead has the lowest embodied emissions of all insulation materials

e2e superbead production &
installation creates 41kg of
CO2e per cubic meter
installed
Typically 200kg CO2e is
needed per house installed
versus lifetime saving of
26,200kg of CO2e
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New environmental product: TLA
energystore superbead has the lowest embodied emissions of all insulation materials

 TLA mixes our expanded polystyrene
with cement and water to create a
lightweight insulated screed

 The unique technical properties of
TLA mean that there is less cement
and weight associated with build
projects, reducing the embodied
carbon within the finished structure
 TLA also creates a solid layer of
insulation which removes cold spots
and ensures the insulation is effective
in-life
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For many companies, risk and potential exposure lie
outside their direct control. Luxury brand PUMA, in the
development of its environmental profit and loss accounts,
learnt that the bulk of the company’s ecological impact
was within its supply chain with only a small percentage of
overall impact being under direct control. BT has similarly
estimated that 90 per cent of its impact lies within its
supply chain
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Get in touch
@energystore

info@energystoreltd.com

